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Anthropologists usually thank the subjects of their books, their'informants', the people
with whom they have spent a lot of time, have occasionally become friends, and who
have formed one of their principal interests during their period of research. It seems
unfair that I can't do the same. Though'bad compan/ in some respec'ts, the protagonists
of this study have become familiar and fascinating figures - if not exactly friends -
during the years I spent reading their interrogations and sentences in the Dutch archives.
ln fact, it was the wealth of personal details offered by the l8th-century dossiers of the
tq'in brothers Frnns and Jan Bosbeeck (captains of the Great Dutch Band) that
convinced me in the first place of the value of the Dutch criminal records.
I would never even have come across these dossiers, however, if the work of
Anton Bloh Richard Cobb and Olwen Hufton had not put me on the trvin tracks of
organized crime and the history of ordinary, poor and quite often marginalized people.
Anton Blok has been closely associated with my research in the criminal records. Our
discussions on many kinds of organi"ed crime, about history and anthropology, and about
themes like ritual" language, names, and mentalities have always been animated,
enjoyable and stimulating - when we agreed, êtrd perhaps even more so when we did
not. If I have disregarded some of his pertinent suggestions, at least I hope to have
borne in mind his repeated advice: try not to bore your readers.
Besides introducing me to the world of crime and the ways of life of marginal,
mobile groups in the pasL research in the field of historical crime and criminal justice
has brought me into contact with a wide circle of colleagues. The meetings of the
lnternational Association for the History of Crime and Criminal Justice (IAHCCJ) and
of its Dutch branch, the Werkgroep Strafrechtsgeschiedenis, have been especially
stimulating -- not least thanks to the continued efforts and organizing abilities of Herman
Dederiks, Sjoerd Faber and Pieter Spierenburg. I would like to thank both Faber and
Spierenburg for generously letting me peÍuse their extracts of several sets of criminal
sentences. It has always been a pleasure to talk about crime and the law with Cyrille
Fijnaut and Frank Bovenkerk Their expert knowledge of modern crime and police
organizafien invited fruidut comparison. Meetings and discussions with Peter Burke,
Esther Coheq Carlo Ginzburg Peter Mason, and Jim Sharpe have been especially
important to me. Their c-ompany, like their work, has invariably been inspiring and I am
grateful for their valuable and encouraging suggestions. Peter Mason's'bad company' I
would not have 
"yshanged 
for any other.
\Uithout the financial support of the Nederlandse Organisatie voor
Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek (NWO), and the cooperation of numerous archivists in
rnany different parts of the Netherlands and Belgium it would have been impossible to
undertake this project I wish to acknowledge in particular the support of the staff of the
Algemeen Rijksarchief in The Hague, the state archives of North-Holland, North-
Brabant and 7-ealand, and the municipal archives in Amsterdam and 's-Hertogenbosch.
I am grateful to Arend Huussen, my supervistr, whose comments and advice have
been extremely helpful. I have taken my time in producing several versions of chapters
and may well have tried his patience, like that of many history students at the University
of Amsterdam who had to listen when I tried out ideas during seminars on historical
crime and criminal justice. The informal meetings of a group of historians and
anthropologists in Amsterdam have been equally stimulating.
Finally, I would like to thank Peter Mason, Anne Gevers, Mayke de Jong Els van
der Borg Herman Roodenburg Jim Sharpe, Arnold Labrie, Mattijs van de Port, Gerard
Rooijakken, Elisabeth Honig, Henk van Nierop, Sophie de Schaepdrijver, Frank de
Zwart, Jeremy and tnga Boissevain, and Raymond Corbey. For years they have all
listened patiently to my tales about crime and criminals. I would like to thank them for
being great companions. Ir
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